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Abstract 
The wireless two-way relay model is a key primitive or building block in physical-layer network coding 
schemes. In this model, a relay helps two users to exchange their messages, which are assumed to lie in 
some finite Abelian group G. The compute-and-forward strategy has two phases - a multiple-access (MAC) 
phase and a broadcast phase. In the MAC phase, the two users transmit real-valued signals (satisfying some 
power constraint) that encode their respective messages, and the relay receives the superposition (real-
valued sum) of the two signals with some Gaussian noise added. From the received signal, the relay 
computes the sum, in the group G, of the users' messages, and in the ensuing broadcast phase, it forwards the 
computed sum to the two users. Nazer and Gastpar (2011) showed that the two users can reliably 
exchange their messages at any rate up to (1/2)*log(1/2 + SNR) using nested lattice codes. 

 
In this talk, we impose an additional security requirement: the relay is untrusted, so it should get little or no 
information about each individual user's message beyond what is obtainable from the sum it can compute. 
We devise novel coding schemes involving nested lattice codes and randomization by well-chosen 
probability distributions on the lattice points. The choice of probability distribution determines the strength 
of the security guarantee. We show that we can have reliable and perfectly secure exchange of messages at 
any rate up to rate (1/2)*log(SNR) - log(2e) using our coding scheme. If we relax perfect security to strong 
information-theoretic security, then rates up to (1/2)*log(1/2 + SNR) - (1/2)*log(2e) are achievable.  

This is joint work with Shashank Vatedka and Andrew Thangaraj.  
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